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Add-ons New features Improvements

Spare parts management 
improvement

New site privileges that determine access to print options Diagram Page, Diagram Chapter and Diagram 
Book. 

Enhanced features for integration with interactive SVG files.
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Add-ons New features Improvements

B2B2X Order process 
improvement

When a B2B2X user views order details in the site he will now see his own purchase prices. This is 
enabled by saving his prices per order line in an external table called “DealerPrices”.  When browsing 
the orders prices are read from this table and not from the ERP.

Two new settings in Studio enable B2B2X orders to automatically be flagged as “B2B2X”. Good for 
reporting purposes.

Emails generated from site or Studio to a B2B2X user can be configured to include, for example, the 
distributor logo instead of your company logo.
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Only display available products

New section that can be added to the header - “Show only available”. In 
the site the section displays a checkbox, if checked, the user will only see 
products that are available in stock.

Market on Target groups

When creating a target group 
in Studio there are now two 
options for market connection:

• Target group is connected 
to current market

• Target group is connected 
to all markets

Urgent delivery

New settings in Studio making 
it possible to mark Delivery 
ways/Ship via as “urgent” 
and define reduced days on 
delivery date. In checkout the 
user can check the order as 
urgent and choose between 
the options setup in Studio.

Add-ons New features Improvements

Node list layout

New section setting “Fill row” 
for Sub Node Menu and Node 
List grid views in order to 
always fill the entire width of 
the row when there are fewer 
items in the node than chosen 
to display in the section.

Serial No Search

Support for Serial No search 
from search box to find an 
item. This is not a wildcard 
search, only the exact 
Serial No will be matched. 
Enable this search by 
setting new system setting 
“SerialNoSearchEnabled” to 
True.
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Add-ons New features Improvements

Product Access Restriction is now affecting 
Shopping Lists. When Product Access Restriction is 
set for a catalog version, products not included in 
the version are not displayed in the shopping lists.

Improvement in responsiveness for tables created 
in content units.

We now have logic to send a notification email 
when an order has been created where the 
Invoice Address Country Code differs from Delivery 
Address Country. There is a new system setting for 
email recipient and a new email template in order 
to activate this.

Improvements regarding creating and saving 
addresses in Site and Studio. Most notable:

When adding an address, structure can be chosen 
for each address, corresponding to editable 
field structures defined in System Settings (three 
structures, “US”, “UK” or “SE”)

Ability from checkout to save a new address and 
share it within the customer

Cart, Checkout & Order

Products Content
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Added column for target group market connection 
in studio lists with target group.
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CUSTOMER CENTER

New guides added to Online help module in Studio
 
Users that have version 3.7 or later have access to our ever-growing online help 
and knowledge base in Studio. 

Improve your search ratings with Google by using the new SEO features. Let the 
Online help module guide you to push your site and your products up in ranks 
when potential business opportunities are looking for you. 

Read the guide “ Meta Title, Meta Descriptions, ALT tag and support for more meta 
tags from version 3.7” 

If you don't have access to the Online help module - Register a change request in 
PCC for an upgrade.
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